November 30, 2014 – 1st Sunday in Advent – Year B

Listen!
Do you all know what this is?

[showing an industrial hard hat]

Yes, it is a hard hat; a hat worn by men and women in industrial plants, on
construction sites, and any other place where the work environment
could cause injury to our heads.
Today I am your safety guide and have a couple recommendations for you.
America has a new and growing safety problem.
The problem is so serious that the number of people going to an
emergency room is doubling every year.
The problem: texting while walking.
Yes, looking down at a cell phone while walking!
The minor mishaps are so obvious – tripping, bumping into objects,
colliding with another person.
The major mishaps are pretty obvious as well.
People are walking right into streets while texting and getting hit
by cars, truck, and buses.
People are falling down stairs and breaking bones.
So, that’s our first safety problem: distracted phone use, a modern
problem.
Then there is the old problem, a problem that is over 150 years old.

Railroad crossings!
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Yes, the sign reads: “Stop, Look and Listen”; there are clanging bells,
there are flashing lights and there are loud train horns -- but
people are still being killed – in their cars and even as pedestrians.
Two pedestrians have been killed here in the Detroit area in the last 2
weeks.
Moral: listen and don’t try to beat out a train!
Let me change roles now to a spiritual safety director.
[change the railroad crossing sign from the “X” to the “+” orientation]

Let’s reorient the railroad crossing into a cross.

I’d like to borrow one of those railroad crossing safety words: Listen.
Not distracted; not oblivious; not inattentive.
But being watchful; being alert; paying attention; listening.
During the four weeks of Advent we have Scriptural readings that are
dramatically trying to get out attention … to get us to listen!
- Jesus is coming!
- Jesus is coming!
I said that twice because we have two senses in which Jesus is coming.
In the short term, we commemorate Jesus’ coming at Christmas.
Christmas already happened 2000 years ago.
In 25 days we will recall that coming.
In these 24 days before Christmas we will be getting ready for that
great event.
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In the long term – or some uncertain time – Jesus is coming again.
Not Christmas …The end times.
We don’t know how much time we have to get ready for that!
So, what are today’s Scriptures telling us?
Our first reading from Isaiah comes from the latter part of his
prophetic book.
The structure of the Isaiah reading gives us a very interesting
perspective.
It starts by calling God “Father” and it ends again calling God “Father”.
“Bookends”.
It’s a bit like our very own lives.
Our beginnings: God the Father has given us our very lives.
Likewise, we have been created to be with the Father after our lives
here.
Are you “listening”?
Isaiah is reminding the people that, since our lives begin and end with
God the Father, might it not be a good idea to allow God to join us on
the journey between that beginning and that end?
In our Gospel today one word pops us three times:
- Be watchful. Watch, therefore…. I say to all: “Watch!”
- Seems like our warning at the railroad crossing again!
- Sounds like a parent’s advice to a child: watch where you’re going!
Since we live in an impatient culture, a culture that wants everything
here and now, a culture that expects immediate gratification we are
offering an opportunity to watch something develop much more slowly.
Perhaps you noticed the empty Christmas stable as you entered church
today.
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Each week we will be adding one animal to the stable to help us find one
place in our lives where things are less hectic and we can watch and
listen.
As we said with the railroad crossing, listening is critical to our bodily
life and death.
In our spiritual lives listening and being watchful are critical to our
relationship with God the Father, our source and our end.
Like our story about texting while walking, we can be distracted by so, so
many things in our lives that we do not see some of the risks that
come with not keeping in touch with the God the Father.
All this thinking prompted me to create a little work sheet for us.
The ushers will pass them out at this time.
It’s long but not complete; it does not list co-workers or teachers.
The work sheet simply asks us to look at the many facets of our lives and
to make three decisions:
- What should I spend less time listening to?
- What should I spend about the same time listening to?
- What should I spend more time listening to?
Yes, the word is listen!
Yes, the question is “What do I take time to listen to?”
Listen – Prepare – Repent – Rejoice.
Listening is our starting point, our foundation for Advent.
More to come!
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A Voice Cries Out: Listen -- Prepare -- Repent -- Rejoice

Week I: How will I be listening during Advent this year?
Do
Less

Do
Same

Do
More

Silence/Quiet Time
Listen to sports
Listen: news
Listen to talk shows
Sleep
Listen - pop music
Listen to Christmas/sacred music
Listen to the sound of snow falling
Listen to gossip
Listen to the voice of children
Listen to voice of spouse
Listen to voice of a friend
Listen to voice of parents
Listen to a cranky neighbor
Listen to the Lord in Scriptures
Listen to the Lord in
prayer
Listen to sacred reading
Listen to commercials
Listen to the widow/orphan
Listen to cry of the poor
Listen to Salvation Army bellringer
Listen to the wind
Listen to conscience/heart
Listen to cell phone
Listen to text notification
Listen to radio
Listen to
noise

"Today, listen to the voice of the Lord" (Psalm 95)
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